Abstract. Planar maps have been proposed as a powerful and easy-touse representation for various kinds of image analysis results, but so far they are restricted to pixel accuracy. This leads to limitations in the representation of complex structures (such as junctions, triangulations, and skeletons) and discards the sub-pixel information available in grayvalue and color images. We extend the planar map formalism to sub-pixel accuracy and introduce various algorithms to create such a map, thereby demonstrating signicant gains over the existing approaches.
Introduction
When information is extracted from an image's raw pixel data, the results must be stored in a well-dened way. Still, many image analysis approaches use their own representations (labeled images, region adjacency graphs, regular, or irregular pyramids, edgel chains, polygons, etc.). This is not only highly confusing, but also prevents algorithms that perfectly complement each other from actually being used together their representation are simply incompatible. During the last decade, several researchers have worked on powerful unied representations.
The most promising approach is based on the notion of planar maps [1, 2, 3] .
Planar maps encode the topological entities (regions, edges, vertices) of a partitioning of the (image) plane, their relations (neighborhood, boundary, containment, etc.) and their geometry. Basic modication operations support welldened manipulations of an existing map structure. Similar concepts have been used in computer graphics for a long time [4] . Two key problems must be solved to enable their adaptation to image analysis: rst, image analysis algorithms must create valid map structures. This requires the establishment of a formal correspondence between the initial pixel data and the map's entities. Second, the map must be realized in an ecient and easy-to-use way due to the huge amount of data and the complexity of the image analysis problem in itself.
So far, these goals have only been achieved with grid-based planar maps.
Here, regions, edges and vertices correspond directly to sets of pixels and/or inter-pixel boundaries, i.e. can be accessed and manipulated by fast array operations. The map entities can be derived from labeled images, watershed segmentations, and pixel-based edge detectors (see Sect. 2.2). However, the gray values or colors of real images contain a considerable amount of sub-pixel information.
For example, in real images step edges are always blurred by the camera's point spread function (before sampling) and by the edge detection lters (after sampling). It is well known that the location of the ideal step can be recovered to at least 1/10 of a pixel by careful analysis of the blurred step's shape. This information is discarded when the representation is restricted to pixel accuracy.
Another limitation of grid-based maps is the representation of junctions. In an inter-pixel boundary map, at most four edges at 90
• of each other can ever meet at a vertex. A pixel-based map can in principle represent more complex junctions, but these junctions are no longer single Euclidean points [2] . In real images, the corner and junction geometry is often much more complicated. This is one of the reasons why vectorial data structures are preferred for the representation of object geometry in computer graphics. Moreover, grid-based representations are harder to rene as new information arrives, whereas vectorial representations can be rened ad innitum.
In this paper, we extend the existing grid-based map formalism to sub-pixel accuracy. We show that the map can still be eciently realized by means of polygonal lines. Finally, we demonstrate various algorithms to create our new representation from image data, not only covering boundary detection, but also the creation of Delaunay triangulations and skeletons. Comparisons of our new results with their pixel-accurate counterparts reveal a signicant gain.
A Unied Representation for
Topology and Geometry
Before we discuss our new sub-pixel accurate GeoMap, let us summarize previous eorts for nding a suitable representation for image segmentation purposes. Segmentation methods impose the following requirements on such a structure [5,6,2]:
1. Topology Inspection Algorithms need to access topological properties like the neighborhoods of regions and/or edges, the number of holes, etc. Thus, a sound topological formalism is required.
2. Geometry Inspection During the segmentation process, photometric / geometric properties of regions and / or boundaries are to be derived (e.g. mean color, variance, size, etc.); typical subtasks include region reconstruction in a given image, region containment queries, or inspecting image properties along boundaries (e.g. the image gradient).
3. Modications If the representation is to be useful for the segmentation process itself, it must not be static. We need operations (e.g. merging two regions) modifying both the topology and the geometry in a consistent way.
Topology: Combinatorial Maps
For the representation of topology in image processing, a number of graph-like structures have been used (dating back to the RAG [7] ). Nowadays, the more powerful formalism of combinatorial maps is commonly used, since it allows to eciently encode most information on the embedding of a planar graph: 
The dual permutation of σ is dened as Fig. 1(a) ). This is usually solved by using one planar combinatorial map with a marked exterior face per connected component, plus an additional inclusion relation between the maps which associates the exterior faces with their parent faces [9, 10 ].
An alternative is to introduce auxiliary edges [11] to make the map connected, which we decided against because it spoils the one-to-one correspondence between topological edges and their geometrical counterparts (we do not want to make up geometrical information for the auxiliary edges).
Note that it is perfectly legal that −d ∈ ϕ (d), which means that edge α (d) has the same region on both its left and right side. Such edges are called bridges, Given a set of combinatorial maps
In the following, the orbits of σ, α, and ϕ are meant to represent all vertices, edges, and faces respectively. Furthermore, we will occasionally use the general term cells for vertices, edges, or faces, which correspond to 0-, 1-, and 2-cells in the related context of cell complexes [13] .
Pixel-accurate Approaches
Combinatorial maps can be used to represent the topology of planar subdivisions, but they do not dene the geometry of a tessellation, which is crucial for image segmentation. Thus, algorithms often employ a label image (aka. region image) to store the geometry of regions. It is straight-forward to extract a consistent topology from the inter-pixel boundaries of such an image, in which each pixel carries the label of the region it belongs to. It has even been shown that the same is possible for thin 8-connected pixel boundaries [14] , which for example result from watershed algorithms which leave the watersheds unlabelled.
However, from an applications' perspective it is preferable to have just one structure to deal with, not separate ones for the geometry and the topology.
Thus, data structures have been developed [8, 5, 6, 2] which encapsulate both the geometrical and topological aspects and oer means to inspect or modify the tessellation in a consistent way. Fig. 1 illustrates two pixel-based representations:
1. Inter-pixel boundaries: In the Toger framework [15, 1] , a boundary plane is used to represent the connections between inter-pixel boundaries (at pixel corners, cf. black dots in 1(b)). This is very memory ecient (only three bits / pixel), but requires traversals and hash lookups to nd the edges / regions at arbitrary positions. Darts are represented by the vertex position (cf. gray dots) and a direction.
2. Pixel-based boundaries: In [2, 6] , the internal representation of a GeoMap is based on a cell image, where each pixel carries a label and a type (Region / Line / Vertex). All three topological cell types are represented as connected components of pixels carrying the corresponding type and label. All topological information is extracted via a DartTraverser, which is represented with a position / direction pair (cf. arrow in Fig. 1(c) ). For details see [2, 6] .
The limited resolution of these approaches is not only a cosmetic problem but also aects the topology: the vertices of inter-pixel boundaries cannot have a degree > 4, while pixel-based vertices as dened in [2] can have higher degrees if they consist of more than one pixel, which reduces the geometrical quality and needs complicated thinning operations after modications. The new representation which is presented in the following does not have that problem.
3 Representing Sub-pixel Geometry
The representations discussed in the last section serve as powerful frameworks which ease the implementation of automatic and (semi-)interactive segmentation algorithms. However, they are limited to the pixel grid, while many edge detectors deliver edgels (edge elements) with sub-pixel accuracy (e.g. [12, 16] )
which cannot be represented within these frameworks. We will now present a new approach which overcomes this limitation.
Let us assume we have sub-pixel accurate edgel positions linked into edgel chains (Sect. 4 will discuss some algorithms which produce these). These chains are commonly visualized with their approximating polyline (by connecting the points in order), and these ordered point lists serve as the main representation of edges in our new sub-pixel GeoMap. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 (left). It should be stressed that the polylines are only an approximation of the edges, and that the actual run of an edge between two support points is not represented (but could be determined on demand). This matters for algorithms analyzing the geometry, like for instance skeletonization or curvature calculation.
Meeting Algorithm Requirements
This section explains how the requirements listed in Sect. 2 are fullled in our implementation of the GeoMap framework.
Topology Inspection In our object-oriented design, each cell is represented with a CellInfo object which carries its properties. The framework supports the enumeration of all vertices, edges, or faces of a map, and lookups by label. CellInfo objects can be queried for canonical darts (anchors ) whose σ, α, or ϕ-orbits represent the cell (a face contains one anchor per contour, the rst always belonging to the outer contour). The central tool to inspect the map topology is the DartTraverser [6] . Similar to an iterator, it represents a current position a dart within the map. It oers methods to move to the successor / predecessor in any of the three permutations, and to get the start-/end-vertices, the edge it belongs to, or the face to the left/right. Many of the methods are only for your convenience, but this interface has proven to make the GeoMap framework very powerful in practice. a vertex simply contains its sub-pixel position, and an edge is represented as a polyline. The geometry of faces is represented implicitly; its anchors can be used to get closed polygons for each contour, and standard polygon techniques can be applied to these for reconstruction of the region, point inclusion tests, or nding the region containing a point. Since these operations are common, but rather slow, we speed them up internally with an additional label image, which Sect. 3.2 describes in more detail.
Note that it is very convenient to have the edge geometry include the vertex positions -in spite of the slight redundancy, this simplies many algorithms, since all polyline segments can be derived from the edges, without looking at the vertices.
Modications We dene Euler operators to allow the modication of our GeoMap.
These are atomic operations which make sure that Euler's equation (here in its form for more than one boundary component) is an invariant:
|σ|−|α|+|ϕ|−C = 1 where C is the number of connected components remove_bridge merge the edge α * (d) (which must be a bridge) into the surrounding face ϕ * (d)
merge_faces merge the two faces ϕ * (d) and ϕ * (σ (d)) (must not be identical) and their common edge α * (d) into one face
These operations can be composed into more complex ones. For instance, the removal of all edges between two regions 1 is done with the composed operation merge_faces_completely which uses merge_faces to remove the rst common edge, after which the rest of the common boundary will consist of bridges which are handled one-by-one with remove_bridge.
Note that after the removal of edges, which reduces the degree of their endvertices, these vertices may become dispensable. Vertices of degree 2 can be merged into their surrounding contour with merge_edges. However, it may be worthwhile to purposely leave vertices of degree 2 in the structure, if their geometrical counterpart marks a point of interest (e.g. a corner). Singular vertices (degree 0) are discarded in our structure.
In theory, all the mentioned operations have their natural inverses (split_edge, create bridge, split_face respectively). However, we currently restrict ourselves to operations reducing the number of cells. The reasons are manifold: (a) Our
Euler Operations can all be parametrized with a single dart, and it is straightforward to prove their correctness. Their inverses need additional parameters for the geometry of the new cells to be created, which poses a problem when adding edges, since it has to be ensured that the given geometry does not violate the topology. (b) Conventional split and merge algorithms do not split faces into two, but use an implicit description of the split regions which is intrinsically limited to the pixel grid [9] . (c) The bottom-up approach of transforming an initial oversegmentation into the desired result ts well the basic idea of rst looking for any evidence for boundaries and then applying relevance ltering to it.
Initializing a GeoMap
Assuming that we have already extracted boundaries from an image (examples follow in Sect. 4), this section discusses the remaining task for initializing a complete GeoMap: the determination of the boundary topology from its geometry.
The rst problem is the initialization of the permutation σ, which means that we must determine the local cyclic order of edges around vertices. This may be as trivial as calculating the angles of the rst segments of the approximating polylines attached to the vertex (see illustration). However, when trying to do this with sub-pixel watersheds (Sect. 4.2), this leads to numerical problems, since watersheds converge tangentially near a maximum, so subgroups of tangential darts have to be followed until they eventually diverge (see [16] for details).
Given the σ-orbits, we still have to determine the exterior faces of each connected boundary component and their parent faces. The exterior faces can be found by calculating the signed area of each contour given by the ϕ-orbits:
1 Note that merge_faces removes just one edge, whereas the common boundary might consist of several edges (cf. Fig. 1 , edges 5 and 2 between wall and background). If a contour contains only bridges, it is an exterior contour and A should be zero, but may be a small positive number due to numerical problems. Thus, this case must be checked explicitly.
As mentioned in Sect. 3.1, we make use of an internal label image to speed up geometry queries. For point-in-region tests, we mark pixels whose unit square is not intersected by contours with the corresponding region label. Thus, we can immediately determine which region contains a given point if it's not near the contour, see Fig. 3 . Otherwise, the pixel is marked with a negative label, and we must apply a (more expensive) standard point-in-polygon test on all regions whose (cached) axis-parallel bounding box contains the point.
In order to derive the inclusion relation from the geometry, we need to check for polygon inclusion, which corresponds to inclusion of a single point, since the boundaries do not overlap. For eciency, the following algorithm will do the face embedding in parallel to the initialization of the label image (see Fig. 4 ):
1. The label image is initialized with the label of the innite outer face.
2. We sort all contours by decreasing absolute area.
3. For each contour, beginning with the largest:
(a) If it is an exterior contour, we nd the existing face including this hole contour and embed it.
(b) Else, we add a new face to the map and apply polygon scan conversion techniques to update the label image with the new region and its contour.
In order to facilitate updates of the label image, we store the number of edges intersecting a pixel facet as negative integer (see Fig. 3 ). Whenever an edge is removed (by merge_faces or remove_bridge), the labels of these pixels are incremented and eventually assigned to the surrounding region if they become zero.
Maintaining Consistency of Application-Specic Data
A bottom-up image segmentation process can be described as reducing an initial set of candidate boundaries into the nal tessellation. We call this reduction process relevance ltering. In the context of irregular pyramids, this corresponds to the pyramid bottom containing an initial oversegmentation and a tapering stack of levels on top with decreasing numbers of cells. In order to create such a pyramid, automatic segmentation algorithms need to consider (in)homogeneity properties of regions (boundaries) to decide upon insignicant boundaries.
Typical region properties used for relevance ltering are statistics on the regions' colors (mean, variance, . . . ), area, or circumference. Boundaries are often assessed based on the local image gradient, their length, or curvature. The
GeoMap makes it very simple to calculate such information and attach it to the CellInfo objects. During the segmentation process, this information has to be kept up-to-date when removing (parts of ) boundaries. It would be possible to re-calculate the information after each change, but for common statistics it is possible (and much more ecient) to incrementally compute it from the cell information before the change.
Our GeoMap representation thus supports to register separate pre-and post-operation callback functions for each Euler operation in order to enable application-specic statistics to be maintained in a consistent way [6, 1] . This ensures that each Euler operation is accompanied by the appropriate updating procedures. The dart which parameterizes the operation is passed to the pre-operation callbacks, to inform them which cells will be merged. The update functions will collect the necessary information from the old cells and wait for the post-operation call, which attaches the updated information to the CellInfo object of the surviving cell, which it gets passed as parameter.
This approach makes it very easy for an application to manage e.g. photometric information on the regions, specic ags needed to perform the segmentation algorithm, or information on the boundary (like the mean gradient or a watersheds' pass value), and it is always guaranteed that this information is up-to-date. The GeoMap itself maintains some meta information on the cells' geometry (lengths, areas, bounding boxes), which is also made available and does not have to be recalculated.
Note that we internally store the partial sum of the signed area (3) for each edge, which allows us to quickly determine the signed area of any contour. (The removal of a bridge leads to a new contour whose area is unknown, and the partial sums eciently solve the problem that the area is needed to determine the new exterior contour if the bridge belonged to the old exterior contour.)
Applications
Now that we have introduced our new sub-pixel precise representation formalism, we will show how it can be used with some image analysis algorithms.
Preliminaries: Continuous View on Input Images
A key tool to all our sub-pixel resolution experiments is that we can adaptively sample images at any desired (sub-pixel) position. This can be done eciently by means of spline interpolation.
Splines of order n possess n − 1 continuous derivatives and can be eciently computed at any location x = (x, y) by convolution of discrete spline coecients c ij with continuous B-spline basis functions β n :
The coecients c ij depend on the order n of the spline and can be computed from the sampling values f ij by a cascade of n/2 rst-order recursive lters.
Details on these computations can be found in [17, 16] . We use spline interpolation throughout this work for retrieving image values at sub-pixel locations, because of their global continuity across facet borders.
A side eect of the spline reconstruction is that interpolated real images (containing noise) will not have any plateaus in practice (when represented with oating-point accuracy). This is important for methods relying on the gradient vanishing only at isolated points (like the contour following methods described below). Note that it is not necessary to use convolution lters for derivatives, because they can be derived analytically from the spline approximation.
Sub-Pixel Watersheds
When comparing the classical watersheds-by-ooding algorithm [18] with e.g.
Canny's edge detector [12] , watersheds have the disadvantage of being limited to the pixel grid. On the other hand, they provide closed contours, so that a complete topology can be derived [8, 14] . The advantages of both worlds can be combined by applying a sub-pixel watershed algorithm to the interpolated boundary indicator function [16, 19] . This algorithm is based on a mathematical denition of watersheds given by Maxwell [20] : watersheds are owlines between maxima and saddles. If the function f is dierentiable, a unique owline exists at every point with non-zero gradient, and owlines can be traced (upwards, starting at saddle points) by numerically solving their dierential equation
(e.g. with the Runge-Kutta method). This is stable near a watershed, because all owlines in a neighborhood converge to the same maximum (for details, see [16] ).
The algorithm is signicantly slower than pixel-based watershed algorithms, but gives very high resolution (as can be seen in Fig. 5 ). Since the owlines connect saddles and maxima, the output of the algorithm naturally forms a graph, which can be turned into a map after determining the σ-order of edges around each vertex (maximum). As mentioned in Sect. 3.2, the cyclic order of edges The tangent unit vector t of a level-line is always perpendicular to the gradient direction: t = ∇φ ⊥ / |∇φ|. Thus, the points of a level-line fulll the PDE
with initial condition φ(x 0 ) = 0 and ∇φ(x 0 ) = 0. In principle, this PDE could be 1. Given: a dierentiable function φ(x) and a starting point x 0 such that φ(x 0 ) = 0. Select an initial step size h and a bound 0 that species how much φ(x) may deviate from the exact zero level along the line. 2. While stopping criterion not fullled:
not a saddle point of φ, and t(
i. Correct the candidate point by Newton iterationŝ
(c) If the total correction was small, acceptx (k+1) i+1
as new point x i+1 , set i := i + 1, possibly increase h, and go to 2. Else, reduce h and go to (a).
Since level-lines form closed contours, one wants to stop the algorithm when it returns to the starting point. Detecting this is not trivial, but since we dene φ(x) as a spline, there is a simple solution which also solves the problem of detecting starting points: consider the explicit polynomial representation (4) of a spline and the locus of points where x = i∨y = j. We get a set of horizontal and vertical lines through the sampling points, enclosing small unit squares. Along these lines, (4) simplies to two 1-dimensional polynomials of order n, and the roots of these polynomials can easily be computed by a standard root nder. 
Triangulation / Skeletonization
Our map is not only suitable for representing segmentation results, but it is also an adequate representation for triangulations or for skeletons (the latter requires the representation of bridges, see Sect. 3). Topological data structures have a long history in the computation of Delaunay triangulations and Voronoi diagrams (e.g. the quad-edge structure used in [24] ).
The versatility of our GeoMap is illustrated in Fig. 7 , which displays the result of the following example process:
1. First, we calculate sub-pixel watersheds of the original image from the splineinterpolated gradient magnitude.
2. (Simple relevance ltering) We iteratively merge regions until the dierence between the average color of all adjacent regions is larger than a threshold (dark red contours in Fig. 7(d) ).
3. Detect letters as hole regions which are darker than their parent face.
4. Apply a constrained Delaunay triangulation (CDT) to all letters, cf. Fig. 7(a) . 
Conclusion
Unied representations oering both topological and geometrical perspectives on a segmentation have been shown to be powerful as well as easy-to-use. In this paper, we extended the GeoMap formalism to achieve sub-pixel accuracy. We have shown that besides advanced sub-pixel segmentation techniques, triangulation and skeletonization can be performed equally well with our representation. Our experiments have shown that the advantages of the general planar map formalism still apply: our GeoMap framework allows for a signicantly faster development of algorithms than without such a representation, and their formulations tend to become more concise due to the high level of abstraction. Algorithms with previously separate data structures can easily be compared and combined.
We are planning to release our implementation in the context of the VIGRA library. On the application side, we are currently working on the integration of learning methods and more sophisticated edge salience measures (e.g. based on boundary continuity or curvature) for relevance ltering.
